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Children of Anderson

A Foundationverse Tabletop RPG



Group #: GOI-1115, "Anderson Robotics" 

Membership: Roughly 200 employees worldwide [Estimates are difficult due to Saker units in
Anderson's workforce.]

Status: Active

Anderson Robotics is a paratech firm specializing in the sale of anomalous robots, androids,
artificial intelligences, computer programs, and cybernetics. While it is believed that
Anderson  Robotics  has  been  in  operation  since  the  1990s,  the  firm  first  came  to  the
Foundation's attention in 2007, after the capture of SCP-1360 during a raid on a paratech
trafficking warehouse in Seattle. Since this initial contact, Anderson Robotics has been
recognized as the foremost dealer of robotics paratechnology.

While Anderson Robotics has achieved a worldwide presence, especially following its 2014
distribution partnership with Marshall, Carter, and Dark Ltd, its current base of operations
is the continental United States, particularly in the Pacific Northwest. Major production,
distribution, and administrative facilities have been uncovered in Oregon, Washington, and
California, with recent expansions into New Mexico, Arizona, and Louisiana. 

Attempts to apprehend the board of directors have been hampered by the organization's
remarkable espionage abilities, anomalous nature of their facilities, and strong support
from external Groups of Interest. 

--Adapted from the Anderson Robotics Hub

http://www.scp-wiki.net/scp-1360
http://www.scp-wiki.net/anderson-robotics-hub


Part 1: Basics
This game uses two eight-sided dice (d8) for typical rolls. If a roll is equal or higher than the number set to complete the
task, you succeed. Otherwise, you fail. 

Each character has modifiers that increase or decrease their rolls for certain tasks. If your character has an advantage in
the task you're rolling for, roll an additional d8 and use only the values of the two highest dice together. If your character
has a disadvantage in the task you're rolling for, roll an additional d8 and use only the values of the two lowest dice
together. Advantages and disadvantages cancel out.

If a task's numerical level is unstated, the GM decides it. Generally, easy tasks (like repairing a flat tire) might require a
3-6, typical tasks (like running tech support on a laptop) require a 7-10, challenging tasks (like repairing an android)
require an 11-14, and very difficult tasks (like using JavaScript) require 15 or higher.

Attributes
A character has two physical attributes: Strength and Speed. A character has four mental attributes: Prowess represents
combat  training.  Expertise represents  scientific  and technical  knowledge.  Cunning represents  social  wiles.  Praxis
represents understanding of and resistance to the supernatural. An attribute value of 0 is human average, with 5 being
peak human level. 

The GM decides how many points each player can allocate to attributes during character creation, with 12 being typical
for trained operatives and the like. An attribute may be reduced to -1 to gain half an attribute point. Raising an attribute
from 3 to 4 and from 4 to 5 costs 2 points rather than 1.



Assets
An asset is a significant resource that a character has at their disposal. An asset may be an anomaly which they own or
control (see Anomalies), special training, a particular contact within a faction (see Allegiances), or some other unique
perk. The number and type of assets you choose depends on what kind of character you have. (see Part 2: Characters).

Players may advance, gaining assets and setbacks (see below) over the course of a story, at GM determination. Some
assets can only be taken at character creation, barring special circumstances.

Setbacks
A setback is what it sounds like: any flaws, serious obligations, or other potential weaknesses that may cause you trouble
in the course of your work. An allergy, a bug in your programming, or an enemy who seeks vengeance are all examples
of setbacks. GMs whose player characters overcome these setbacks deserve a special reward, such an a unique asset.

Anomalies
The universe is the strangest invention of all, and any good technician can see issues from literal miles away. Some
would say that supernatural objects and phenomena are the bugs, the glitches, and the malformed operations in this
analogy: creating unintended issues with physics and causality, twisting some things and breaking others. Others would
tell you that the anomalies are the patches, the improvised hotfixes that can overcome reality's coding problems.

In this game, anomalies are measured with Presence, a six-point scale which measures how much power and influence
they hold. Objects with very low Presence can easily escape notice, the sort of thing that could turn up next to a fax
machine at a thrift store. Anomalies with higher Presence are the stuff of legend, things that could cause a revolution,
stomp one down, or make them impossible. Specific Presence values and consequences are the GM's decision.



Presence 1:  Objects at this level are narrowly useful in certain situations; they may provide a small bonus in certain
circumstances, if anything. Beings at this level are barely distinguishable from a mundane person or other animal. A gun
that sometimes says “bang” rather than going “bang”, but not often enough that you can reliably show off, is Presence 1.

Presence 2: Objects at  this level  can be quite useful,  either  providing a  broad benefit  in plenty of  situations or  a
significant one in specific cases. Beings at this level have minor, less noticeable anomalies like local luck manipulation
or an immunity to drowning. A Gyrfalcon-series prosthetic, or a Saker unit, would be Presence 2.

Presence 3: Objects at this level are well beyond the norm, being obviously supernatural and providing special actions
and options that would never exist otherwise. Beings at this level are visibly anomalous and have more conspicuous
powers like flight and pyrokinesis. Most of Anderson Robotics' androids (aside from Sakers) are Presence 3.

Presence 4: While objects at Presence level 1 through 3 generally act at a personal scale, anomalies with Presence 4
have greater impact, bearing wide-scale influence over a group or city. These make waves in the anomalous underworld
whenever word spreads about their existence. SCP-2188, which affected a town, is Presence 4.

Presence  5: Extended  from Presence  4,  anomalies  at  this  level  have  wide-scale  impact,  often  causing  disaster  or
upheaval whenever and wherever they appear. Everyone who is anyone in the anomalous community pays attention to
these. Anything which the Foundation considers a risk of an “XK scenario” is probably Presence 5.

Presence 6: Beyond even Presence 5, these anomalies are world-changing. Rather than simply act as the target of
anomalous organizations, they can be the impetus that creates them, or the final key which causes the organization's goal
to be finally reached or neutralized. SCP-2000 is Presence 6.

http://www.scp-wiki.net/scp-2000
http://www.scp-wiki.net/scp-2188


Part 2: Characters
Anderson Robotics has left its mark on you, literally: their logo is etched within your body. You may be an Android, an
artificial being programmed to serve Anderson's clients, or a Cyborg, a human augmented with Anderson parts.

Androids built by Anderson (Peregrine Series Humanoid Utility Droid, or simply “ands”) are wrapped in sturdy fabric
mesh and designed with specific tasks in mind: as bodyguards, as diplomats, as menial laborers… Anderson offers
preplanned packages, but once a Peregrine is delivered to its owner, who's to say what the owner might do? You might
be on the run, trying to escape whoever has kept you… or you might be a loyal defender, searching them out. Are you
trying to return to your creator? What would you do if you found them?

If you're an Android, you get the Self-Repairing asset. Then choose three more Android Assets, to represent what you
have at your disposal, and an Android Hangup, because nobody's perfect, especially not you.

Cyborgs are humans (or possibly another form of organic life) who have been given the gift of artificial biology. You
may have lost a limb in an accident and had it replaced; you may have voluntarily removed your parts, in a desire for
power or ascension, and put Gyrfalcon-class Anderson products in their place. Keep in mind that Gyrfalcons aren't like
the mundane prostheses you've seen out in the open: they grow into the host's nervous system with thousands of tiny
tendrils, then integrate themselves permanently, for better or worse.

If you're a  Cyborg, you get the Self-Repairing asset – however, it applies only to damage taken by your prostheses.
Then choose two more Android Assets, although not all are available to cyborgs and they only apply to the appropriate
augmentations. For example, the strength bonus of the Hercules asset only applies to artificial limbs, and you can't take
I Spy without artificial eyes to improve. After that, pick two General Assets and a Cyborg Hangup. (In the Android
Hangups list, Command Word and Wear and Tear can each be taken as your hangup.)



Android Assets
Keep in mind that the assets in this manual are examples meant to inspire rather than a complete list. Feel free to work
with your GM to develop new assets for your character. Any assets marked with a C can be taken by cyborgs.

Self-Repairing (C)
You heal and regenerate just like a human would – better, in fact. Every other round, if you are wounded, make a
Strength roll with difficulty set to 5 plus the number of wounds you have. If you succeed, remove one wound.

Handyand (C)
You were built to perform a certain manual task, such as tailoring, mechanical repair, cooking, or so on. Your hands are
customized to contain common implements related to that task, so you can perform it without external help, and you get
advantage on checks related to it.

I Spy (C)
Choose  two:  thermal  vision,  infravision,  x-ray  vision,  farvision,  infovision.  Thermal  vision  means  you  can  see
temperature. Infravision allows you to see in the dark. X-ray vision lets you see through walls as if they weren't there
(although the name is just to sound cool; it actually uses electromagnetic signals). Farvision lets you score 200/20 on an
eye test. Infovision gives you a heads-up display that lets you search out information on what you're looking at – as long
as you have internet access or a Brainiand augment (see below).

Hercules (C)
You were built to lift and crush. Add 4 to your Strength attribute.

Mercury (C)
You were built to run. Add 4 to your Speed stat.



Brainiand (C)
You were built to know (but not necessarily to think). Add 4 to your Expertise stat, and you get an internal database that
lets you use infovision (see above) even if you can't download the information you're looking for.

Diplo-Matic
You were built to understand people (even if they don't know you understand them). Add 4 to your Cunning stat, and
you speak three extra languages besides your factory default.

Swords-And (C)
You have melee weapons (Strength-based, 2 wounds) built into your body. These might be arm-swords, foot-knifes,
head-axes… maybe your bare fists are just that good. Add 4 to your Prowess stat on rolls involving close combat.

Gun-And (C)
You have guns (Speed-based, 2 wounds) built into your body. These might be pistols in your wrists, lasers in your
fingers… what will they think of next? Add 4 to your Prowess stat when it comes to rolls involving ranged combat.

Hauler
You were built for the long haul, with reinforced joints and bracing. You are never slowed down by how much you're
carrying – it fits in your arms, or on your back, as long as it isn't enough to crush you bodily. You also can't be knocked
down by anything short of being picked up and thrown, which isn't easy to do with something as stout as you are. You
have advantage on rolls to block the path of people or other moving objects. 

Command Unit
You were built to tell other robots what to do. You have a  Command Word for any droids that were kept in your
household (see  Android Hangups), and with an  Expertise check you can give an order to any unfamiliar droid you
encounter.



Saker
This line of Ands is distinctive: Sakers are made to be indistinguishable (on a surface level) from humans. As long as
you avoid X-rays, medical exams, and so on, you can live a typical human (on a surface level) life.

Saker Deluxe
Requirements: Saker

Some Sakers  are  tailor-built  to  imitate  specific  people.  A typical  Saker  can  be  modeled  after  a  person,  but  tiny
discrepancies can ruin the act, and they lack the original's mind. The Saker Deluxe, however, is an exact replication
cosmetically and stores the human's memories. Name the original. Whoever they are, you can convincingly portray them
– slot right into their life, if you wanted. The only obstacle is in killing them and harvesting their biological material.

Ex-Mat (C)
Short  for  “experimental  materials”,  you are  a  Gryphon-class unit  with unusual  parts.  You function identically to a
Peregrine  or  other  standard-class  android,  except  you  are  constructed  from  something  exotic,  which  makes  you
unaffected by anti-robot weaponry. This might include wood, runic iron, beeswax, or something stranger as your GM
permits. Whatever you are, Anderson would deny ever having made you. Odds are they're right.

Red Button (C)
You have a red button on your person, under a rigid protective cap. Nobody has ever pressed it and you don't know what
would happen if they did.

Android Hangups

Command Word (C)
You were set up with a codeword that overrides your independence. Keep track of what it is, but try to keep it secret.



Asocial
You were built to act, not to get along with others. As a result, you make an unfortunate contribution to the stereotype of
androids as unfeeling hunks of circuitry. Subtract 4 from your Cunning attribute. You have disadvantage on rolls related
to social interaction.

Wear and Tear (C)
You've been through so much that whatever keeps Anderson inventions stitching themselves up has failed. You lose the
Self-Repairing asset and have to be repaired manually, by yourself (if you're in the condition to work) or by someone
else on successful Expertise rolls. (Better make it someone you trust.) Cyborgs with this hangup don't grow skin over
their artificial parts.

Inhuman Form
Most Ands are build with human proportions. For whatever reason – internal experiments, your owner's specifications,
aftermarket parts – you don't fit the bill. It would take a lot of effort for a disguise to make you seem like a person.
(Many androids don't mind this, but it can be particularly hard on Sakers.)

The Second Variety
Sakers are made to be indistinguishable (on a surface level) from humans. As far as your programming tells you, you're a
Saker. You aren't. You don't have the skin for it, if anything. But when you look at yourself, all you see is a person, albeit
with skin that's a bit dry and a bit chrome.

Missing Pieces
Choose one or more: left arm, right arm, left leg, right leg, one eye, both eyes, mouth, battery. Whatever you pick, it isn't
there. Assets you choose don't apply to parts you don't have, of course. If you choose “battery”, you must be set up with
some form of external power source.



Pacifand
Your owner chose a programming sub-package that dampens any potential resistance. Subtract 4 from your  Prowess
attribute. You have disadvantage on checks to attack others and cannot raise a hand against your owners.

Lumberer
You were built to be slow and graceless. Subtract 4 from your Speed and Expertise stats. 

Distant Memories
Sometimes you wake up and you think you're human. Why were you sleeping? You look down at yourself – at your
hand, at your leg – and you're convinced they're prostheses. You must have gotten hurt. You talked to that curious lady,
someone had set it up, but then you had to come calling again when… no, that's not right. You see yourself as you are,
once your eyes adjust to the light, and remember that you're a machine. But those flashes always leave you shaken long
after they've ended.

Cyborg Hangups
Many of these are inspired by SCP-2806.

Aramiditis
Normally, the bulletproof aramid composite that covers your limbs is integrated harmlessly with the skin that grows over
a prosthetic. However, you've been having a reaction. Your skin breaks out in patches of aramid, and the result is itchy
and disfiguring. You gain a stat, Aramiditis, which tracks its progress. Aramiditis starts at 1. For every two wounds you
recover from, add 1 to it. For every two wounds you incur, remove 1 from it. Subtract your  Aramiditis from checks
based on Speed or Cunning.

Rejection
Your nervous system has refused to accept the prosthetic connected to it. Sometimes it stops working. Sometimes it

http://www.scp-wiki.net/scp-2806


works, but the thousands of connections that bridge the gap between you and it burn until it stops. Sometimes, even as
the skin grows against it, it grows against your flesh instead. Eventually, if you weaken, there might be nothing of you
left.

Alien Hand
Your prosthetic sometimes makes decisions on its own. If you two disagree on what to do with yourself, you have to
make a contested Praxis check. (Your prosthetic has no Praxis attribute unless something strange is going on.)

Low Tolerance
Your prostheses seem to have some sort of limiter on the amount of force they can exert. Choose Strength or Speed. If a
check based on the chosen attribute would have a result of 5 or more, it's treated as a 4.

Force Multiplying 
You don't know your own strength. If you fail a check involving your prosthesis by 1 or 2, then the action fails because
your prosthesis's effect veered wildly out of control and was applied a hundredfold what you intended. If you need to roll
a 6 or higher to toss a football, and you roll a 4, it's headed over the horizon.

Deckard Phenomenon
Something has gone awry with the prosthesis integration process, but not in a way that can be detected physically – or
that is measurable to you at all. The issue here is that everyone thinks you're a robot, a completely artificial being, even
if you subject yourself to X-rays and pupil dilation tests and cuts to see if you bleed.

Starkism
Choose one or more of your prostheses. They are medically necessary for you to live.



General Assets

Activated Ampersand
Requirements: Praxis 3 or higher

You possess a personalized instance of  SCP-2906 (Presence 2), a cognitohazardous stylized ampersand that has to be
printed by machine. Anything that bears it can't be associated with you. Whatever mechanism in people's heads connects
things, it shuts off trying to put the marked person or object and you together.

Allegiance
You belong to a Group of Interest, with all the benefits and responsibilities involved. (See Allegiances.)

Anti-Robotic Suite
Requirements: Allegiance with Mobile Task Force Gamma-13

You come equipped with tools to seek and subdue droids. This includes a directed electromagnetic wave generator
which can paralyze digitally-controlled parts through aramid, pulse grenades, portable traps that spontaneously form
Faraday cages around a small perimeter, hand-held devices that disable droid brains until removed, and possibly more.

Combat Brute
Requirements: Strength 3 or higher

Your fighting style involves raw power rather than practiced combat. Use your  Strength skill in place of  Prowess in
combat, as long as you're fighting with a weapon that you can put your strength into.

http://scp-wiki.wikidot.com/scp-2906


Combat Trickster
Requirements: Cunning 3 or higher

Your fighting style revolves around feinting and deception. Use your Cunning attribute in place of Prowess in combat.

Dangerously Inquisitive
Requirements: Praxis 3 or higher

You have a  reckless  drive  to  study  the  supernatural.  You get  to  double  your  Praxis score  on rolls  to  activate  or
understand anomalies, but roll to resist compulsions or other unwanted effects of anomalies as if your Praxis were 0.

Disregard
Requirements: Membership of the Nation of Not

Once per session, you can tune yourself out of consensus reality, existing only on the wavelength of that which stands
apart. Until you return, you are a ghost, and only wizards and monsters can touch you. 

Electronic Antipresence
Through  the  use  of  special  skin  coatings,  signal  jammers,  facial  paint  (to  baffle  recognition  software),  and  other
mundane tools, you have made yourself undetectable to machines. Cameras and android eyes can't tell you're a person.

Portlands Passport
You have certification which allows passage through certain magical pathways into Three Portlands, a city which exists
in the conceptual overlap between cities and a cultural hub for that which stands apart from the mundane. 

Drone Companion
Choose crawling, hovering, or flying; choose recon, defense, or utility.



Electrotelepathy
Cranial implants allow you to transmit and receive thoughts. You can freely exchange thoughts with anyone who bears
the implants and can transmit thoughts into the minds of droids, if they're smart enough to understand them.

First Aid
Requirements: Expertise 3 or higher

You are trained in the treatment of injury and may make Expertise rolls to remove wounds, with the difficulty set at 4
plus the number of wounds the target has. You can only remove wounds until the player is at the previous level of injury;
for example, if you have five wounds, you can remove two wounds, leaving yourself injured at three.

Honed Aim
Requirements: Prowess 3 or higher

You are better at critical strikes. If you roll any combination of 7s and 8s on an attack and hit, you score a critical hit.

Jetpack
Speaks for itself. Doesn't need fuel, does have to recharge after an air battle's worth of use or so.

Lucky
Chance is on your side. Once per session, you can reroll a check before the GM tells you what the results are. Whenever
you roll two 1s for a check, you can reroll. 

Made of Crows
You are actually a collection of birds who scatter when you sleep and reform every morning. (Presence 2.) Your dreams 
are visions of a crow's sight. If someone attempts to separate the crows that make you from each other, they will swarm 
and defend each other, causing your visions to become fractured and distressing.

http://www.scp-wiki.net/scp-2106


Memetic Bulwark
Requirements: Praxis 3 or higher

Your study of memetics has led you to install a defensive idea. If someone tries to intrude in your mind, read your
thoughts, or compel you to speak or write, your mind automatically reacts with a retaliative cognitohazardous attack.

Neurocoherence
Requirements: Allegiance to the Maxwellist Church

Your cranial implants have been augmented to broadcast and receive on a continuous loop with those of another person,
causing your minds to unify into a single gestalt. The two of you are effectively one delocalized entity with two bodies.

Sapient Program
You  have  a  flash  drive  similar  to  SCP-2306 which  contains  an  electronic  consciousness  programmed  to  provide
assistance. This may be the NANKEEN Computer Repair System or another individual with different directives.

Allegiances

Mobile Task Force Gamma-13 (“Asimov's Lawbringers”)
MTF γ-13 are a Foundation task force designed to track, disable, and obtain Anderson Robotics products and personnel.

You gain the Electronic Antipresence asset, which makes you undetectable to machines. You have access to the Anti-
Robotic Suite asset, which gives you specialized tools for dealing with droids.

http://www.scp-wiki.net/scp-2306


The Maxwellist Church
The Maxwellists are a more organized form of the “Innovationist” faction which split off from the Church of the Broken
God during its great ideological schism in the 90s. They believe that the “Broken God” exists in the form of fragmented
data present in the minds of humanity, waiting to be restored through a pan-species neural network.

You gain the Electrotelepathy asset, which allows you to mentally communicate with other Church members and most
droids. You have access to the Neurocoherence asset, which enters you into a hive mind with another person.

The Nation of Not
The Nation of Not is a peculiar political organization which coalesced from a number of elements: former Prometheus
Labs  engineers,  Discordians,  certain  sects  of  the  Church  of  the  Broken  God,  and  numerous  Fifthists  or  “internal
Fifthists” (those who have been changed by texts like Star Signals, regardless of personal beliefs) have joined up. The
Nation of Not's political manifesto is simple: “No normal.” This describes their citizenry: all beings with supernatural
properties,  and  only those  beings,  are  considered  part  of  Not  (whether  they know it  or  not).  This  describes  their
philosophy: the concept “normal” is a malicious construct intended to restrict and subdue existence. This describes their
cosmology: “normal” things are not considered to properly exist, and are instead on a lower plane “underimposed” on
the universe. Not everyone buys into Notdoctrine, but membership has perks when moving in paranormal circles.

You gain the Portlands Passport asset, which allows you to travel freely to and from a magical city-construct. You have
access to the Disregard asset, which allows you to briefly transcend causality.



Combat
Even in an era of electronic minds and improving on the human body, sometimes conflicts must be solved with violence.

The attacker rolls, adding Prowess and the appropriate modifier for that weapon, usually Strength for melee or Speed for
ranged, but possibly other stats – a psychic weapon might rely on Expertise or Praxis, for instance. The defender rolls,
adding Prowess and the appropriate modifier for her method of defense: Speed to dodge, Praxis for mental defenses. If
the attacker wins, the defender is wounded. The GM determines how many wounds an attack is worth. If an attacker
rolls two 8s and hits, she scores a critical hit, dealing double wounds.

If you have two or three wounds, you have injury, and take -1 to all rolls involving Strength, Speed, or Prowess. If you
have four or five wounds, you are moderately injured, and take -2 to rolls based on any attribute except Expertise,
replacing the -1 from injury. If you have six wounds, you are severely injured, and take -3 to all rolls. If you have seven
wounds, you are unconscious. If you have eight wounds, you must make a Strength roll each minute to avoid death. The
difficulty begins at 8 and increases by 1 every two successes.

Part 3: Character Sheet
Your aramid stitching identifies you with a serial number, but you are more unique than that. Your sheet contains your
name, your serial number, and your Anderson product class. It lists what you and your parts were made for, and what
you want to do with them now. Use this to track your stats, equipment, assets, and so on.



Name: ______________________________ Number: ____________ Class: ____________

I was made for _______________________ I want to ______________________________

Strength: ____ Speed: ____ Prowess: ____ Expertise: ____ Cunning: ____ Praxis: ____

Wounds: __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ Temporary Modifiers: ___________________________

Weapons and Defenses:

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

Other Items:

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

Assets:

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________



Credits:
Version 1.0 (December 2016) written by Silberescher,

This game is compatible with the Tales of the Black Queen RPG and character options can be mixed between them.

This game is  released under  the Creative  Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 license (CC-BY-SA) and based on
characters and other material from the SCP Foundation wiki (http://scp-wiki.net/).
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